
Quick slant to left (under center 3-step drop) 

Backside 3-progression of slant-spacing 8-yard stop to right (under center 3-step drop) 

Quick slant to right off RPO action (gun) 

10-12 yard speed out to right (under center 5-step drop no reset) 

Skinny post/Bang 8 to right (gun 3-step no reset/driven throw no air) 

Skinny post/Bang 8 to left (gun inside RPO action flip hips/driven throw no air) 

Deep cross WR build to 22 yards (under center play-action fake to left) 

Slot-seam (inside WR on 4-verts) to right (gun 3-step drop no reset) 

Slot-seam (inside WR on 4-verts) to left (gun 3-step drop look right, reset throw to left) 

12-yard curl to right (under center 5-step drop with reset) 

14-yard curl to left (under center 5-step drop with reset, backside of progression look right first 3-steps) 

20-yard runback to right sideline (under center play-action fake to left, boot right throw ON THE MOVE – do 
not setup) 

15-yard dig to left off scramble (under center 7-step drop, step up and escape left and throw ON THE MOVE – 
do not setup) 

15-yard dig to right (under center 7-step drop one reset) 

Deep sail left to WR, break out at 12 build to 22 yards by sideline (under center play-action fake to left) 

Rail-shot (WR stutter outside release then get vertical vs. Cover 2 to right (gun RPO action, reset driven throw 
no-air) 

Deep ball to right (WR start 20 yards downfield over ball and run top of route) off scramble (gun 5-step drop, 
step up and escape right and throw ON THE MOVE – do not setup) 

Go/9 route to right (gun 3-step drop reset, eyes down middle first two steps of drop) 

(Ball on +30 if you have lined field) Red-zone post to right (gun 5-step drop reset, drive ball over safety) 

(Ball on +10 if you have lined field) Red-zone back-shoulder fade to right (gun 1-step drop reset drive outside 
back ear of WR) 

(Ball on +10 if you have lined field) Red-zone back line dig over defender (gun 3-step drop reset, deliver ball 
over defender placed 2/3 yard deep in endzone – net, person(s) with arms up, etc.) 

Please stop camera after last throw.

ELITE 11 QB WORKOUT SCRIPT

WARM UP (NOT FILMED) - Please ensure you take the time to properly stretch and warm-up. 

SCRIPT OF THROWS (VIDEO  #1 - PLEASE REFER TO DEMO VIDEO PLUS SCRIPT BELOW) - (Please follow filming 
instructions as detailed. Ideally done when you are allowed back onto a lined field, with 2-4 WR, and filmer behind QB 
filming on iPhone/iPad holding the device horizontally.  Please keep your video to 15 min or less) 

After warm-up, please complete the following script of throws – we request an unedited, continuous clip so please 
complete all the way through without repeating throws. You may practice this script as many times as you like and submit 
ASAP when you are happy with your best run-through. 

This script provides you with instructions on how to capture the following: 
VIDEO 1 - Script of Throws 
VIDEO 2 - 40 yd dash 
VIDEO 3 - Pro Agility Shuttle 
PHOTO 1 - Hand Measurement 
PHOTO 2 - Height 
PHOTO 3 - Weight 

Please contact BRIAN STUMPF with any questions or concerns. 
brian@studentsports.com 
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ELITE 11 QB WORKOUT SCRIPT

ATHLETICISM - 40 YD DASH (VIDEO #2) 

Please film a 40-yard dash with camera operator standing at the finishing line and following your movement all the way 
through the finish.

ATHLETICISM - PRO AGILITY SHUTTLE (VIDEO #3) 

Please film a 20-yard shuttle (5-10-5) with camera operator standing at the middle line (where you start and then finish). 

HAND MEASUREMENT (PHOTO #1) 

Hand measurement is taken from the tip of the thumb, across the palm and to 
the end of the little finger.  Take a photo of your hand measurement over a 
measuring tape or ruler.  Please ensure entire hand from thumb to little finger is 
in the photo and ensure measurements are visible.  See example to the right. 

HEIGHT (PHOTO #2) 

Height is taken from the floor to the top of the head.  No shoes and no hats.  
Tape a measuring tape from the floor and up against the wall or have another 
person hold the tape measure.  Once tape measure is against wall stand in front 
to properly asses height.  Submit a photo with entire body of athlete from feet 
to head, ensure photo shows height on the measuring tape. See example to the 
right. 

**If you are unable to capture a clear photo of athlete and height measurement 
please capture a quick, unedited video of athletes whole body then to the 
measuring tape to read the height measurement.

WEIGHT (PHOTO #3) 

Step on scale to record weight. No jackets or shoes.  Submit a photo showing 
athletes entire body on the scale. Ensure the photo includes a visible weight on 
the scale. See example to the right. 

**If you are unable to capture a clear photo of athlete and weight measurement 
please capture a quick, unedited video of athletes whole body then to the scale 
to read the weight measurement. 

Please contact BRIAN STUMPF with any questions or concerns. 
brian@studentsports.com 
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